A density functional theory for vapor-liquid interfaces using the PCP-SAFT equation of state.
A Helmholtz energy functional for inhomogeneous fluid phases based on the perturbed-chain polar statistical associating fluid theory (PCP-SAFT) equation of state is proposed. The model is supplemented with a capillary wave contribution to the surface tension to account for long-wavelength fluctuations of a vapor-liquid interface. The functional for the dispersive attraction is based on a nonlocal perturbation theory for chain fluids and the difference of the perturbation theory to the dispersion term of the PCP-SAFT equation of state is treated with a local density approximation. This approach suggested by Gloor et al. [Fluid Phase Equilib. 194, 521 (2002)] leads to full compatibility with the PCP-SAFT equation of state. Several levels of approximation are compared for the nonlocal functional of the dispersive attractions. A first-order non-mean-field description is found to be superior to a mean-field treatment, whereas the inclusion of a second-order perturbation term does not contribute significantly to the results. The proposed functional gives excellent results for the surface tension of nonpolar or only moderately polar fluids, such as alkanes, aromatic substances, ethers, and ethanoates. A local density approximation for the polar interactions is sufficient for carbon dioxide as a strongly quadrupolar compound. The surface tension of acetone, as an archetype dipolar fluid, is overestimated, suggesting that a nonisotropic orientational distribution function across an interface should for strong dipolar substances be accounted for.